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GEAR

W
hen Trek introduced its Emonda line,
much of the talk was of the SLR 10 and its
feather-light weight and 18k price tag.
Rumour had it the Union Cycliste

Internationale (UCI) was to drop its 6.8kg weight limit
and replace it with merely safety-based regulations. Trek
has three high-end framesets in the barn: the Domane for
comfort, the Madone for aerodynamics and, now, the
Emonda for weight weenies worldwide.

Unknown by many was the fact there are other new
Emonda (think Madone all re-arranged) frames that are
part of the lightest line of production bicycles ever made.
Trek took the time to design a line that would facilitate
each rider’s need, and with many of us riding in UCI
events, we need all the help we can get.

I got my hands on the Emonda SLR 8 bicycle in late
fall. A gorgeous matte-black frame is fourth in line
behind the 10, the 9 and the 9 WSD. No question, this
bike is a head-turner and the hype about the weight only
peaked my interest.

Taking a closer look at this frame, Trek continues to
use its 700 Series OCLV carbon, claiming it is the
strongest carbon in the cycling world. It uses an
advanced HexSL carbon fibre for an ultimate stiffness-to-
weight ratio.

Geometry-wise, it’s almost identical to its popular
Madone models, with a shorter headtube and a longer
toptube. This creates a longer but lower race-profile
stance. The H2 version is for taller riders who want the
upright profile along with a low-weight ride.

Aesthetically, the frame is uber-cool, with smooth joint
transitions, ovalized tubes and beefy toptubes, E2 tapered
headtubes and an asymmetrical steerer-tube profile. The
fork tips and rear dropouts are carbon fibre, and the bear-
ing seats on the headset and 90mm bottom-bracket shell
are molded directly into the frame, thus no additional
cups are required. The seatstays are wide-set, attached to
the outside of the seat-tube for increased stiffness.

In order to further decrease weight on this frame, it
also boasts fully internal cable routing, a no-cut integrat-
ed seatmast and an integrated chain-catcher that is actu-
ally bolted to the base of the seat-tube. Throw in direct-
mount brakes and molded bottle cage and Trek has cer-
tainly pushed the envelope on lightness.

On this build, there are a few more innovations worth
mentioning. A pocket on the non-driveside chainstay for a
Bontrager wireless speed/cadence sensor is a nice option and
it converts between mechanical and electronic drivetrains.

This frame sits on a pair of Bontrager Race X-Lite TLR
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The frame is uber-cool
with ovalized beefy top-
tube, E2 tapered head-
tube and an asymmetri-
cal steerer-tube profile.

Bontrager Race X-Lite TLR
alloy clincher wheels are
impressively light and can
handle all conditions.

The acceleration is like
nothing I have ever felt
before, and the stiffness
and rigidity are perfect for
climbing enthusiasts.

TREK Emonda SLR 8

u Price: $8,500

u Weight: 13.5 lbs. (without pedals)

u Components: Full Dura-Ace mechanical gruppo 

u Frame/Fork: 700 series OCLV carbon (frame 690g, fork 282g)

u Geometry: 73.8° head angle/73° seat angle

u Sizes: 50, 52, 54, 56, 58 (tested) 60, 62cm (H1 Geometry);

47, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64cm (H2 Geometry – 
slightly higher headtube)

u Comments: If you’re a climber, you’re drooling.

www.trekbikes.com

alloy clincher wheels (tubeless-ready). Although they are
not aero shape or deep dish, they are impressively light
(1,440g) and the stiff wheelset can handle all conditions.

Bontrager also dresses up the cockpit with a Race X-
Lite stem mounted to a carbon-fibre XXX handlebar with
a variable semi-anatomic bend. The Paradigm RXL saddle
will take some getting used to – it’s firm but friendly.

As its reputation precedes it, I’m excited to throw a leg
over the toptube and head to the fiercest hills to test this
skinny steed. It doesn’t disappoint – the bike simply feels
like air beneath you. The real joy is a pitch of more than
10% that allows the bike torque under the rider. The
stiffness and rigidity are perfect for climbing enthusiasts.

But what goes up must come down, and we were skep-
tical about how this frameset would handle the forces
laid upon it. The front end does a great job of soak-
ing up the bumps and gliding effortlessly
through the corners on descents. It takes two
or three rides on a front end to feel comfort-
able because, at first, you feel like you
could snap the bar/stem off the headtube
– the feeling is so drastically different.

The rigidity necessary for climbing
and sprinting is there and offset by the
carbon when you require some com-
fort for rides of more than 100 kilome-
tres. The geometry has been proven
and we know it works, but now the
dampening effect is secure and one can
trust this bike on long days in the sad-
dle.

Braking is definitely enhanced with
Shimano’s Dura-Ace direct-mount brakes.
They do have more stopping power, especial-
ly with an alloy rim. The drivetrain is sharp and
consistent, as the bottom-bracket shell does its job
with power transfer.

The acceleration with this frameset is like nothing I
have ever felt before. The rigidity combined with lower
weight creates a wonderful feeling of flight. The frameset
hits all the marks, from stiffness to comfort to aesthetics.
It’s also a bike that is comfortable in all settings, from
Criteriums to gran fondos. 

Trek opened shop in 1976 in the small town of
Waterloo, Wisconsin, which remains the production hub
for the Emonda frame, built with quality and craftsman-
ship and a lifetime warranty on manufacturing defects
and a one-year on paint defects, reflecting Trek’s pride in
its creation.
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